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Quick info
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Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight 264BHW, Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer 264BHW highlights:
Double Size Bunks Semi-Private Bedroom Private Toilet & Tub/Shower Jackknife
Sofa Exterior Storage Check out the Window Sticker for building & pricing your
New Custom Order Travel Trailer 264BHW. This easy to setup trailer offers a
semi-private bedroom up front with a queen bed, semi-private double size bunks
in the rear thanks to the curtains, and a private toilet and tub/shower room. The
bathroom sink is just outside the door allowing two people to get ready for bed at
once. The galley kitchen offers full amenities, and two can dine at the booth
dinette and some can relax on the jackknife sofa. Both furnishings offer extra
sleeping space. And you might like to add the Chil N' Stor option which adds a
fridge and counter space along the exterior to serve meals outside and store extra
beverages. These Jayco Jay Flight travel trailers have been a family favorite for
years with their lasting power and superior construction. An integrated A-frame
and magnum truss roof system holds them together. When you tow one of these
units you're towing the entire unit and not just the frame. With dark tinted
windows, you have more privacy and safety. The vinyl flooring throughout will be
easy to clean and maintain too. Come find your favorite model today! *All
calculated monthly payments are an estimate for qualified buyers only and do not
constitute a commitment that financing or a specific interest rate or term is
available. Financing terms may not be available in all Campers Inn Company
locations. Campers Inn RV Sales is not responsible for any misprints, typos, or
errors found in our website pages. Any price listed excludes freight, sales tax,
registration tags, and delivery fees. Manufacturer pictures, specifications, and
features may be used in place of actual inventory in stock on our lot. Please
contact us for availability as our inventory changes rapidly. Manufacturer and/or
stock photographs may be used and may not be representative of the particular
unit being viewed. Where an image has a stock image indicator, please confirm
specific unit details with your dealer representative. Call, Click, Text or Visit Us
Today at Little Dealer Little Prices RV a Campers Inn RV Company and Find Your
Away! Stock 360 Tour & Stock Images may be shown. Colors & Specs may vary.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: PXATOJJF264BHW
VIN Number: 35132-PXATOJJF264BHW
Condition: New
Length: 29
GVW: 6500
Sleeps: 8

Item address , Phoenix, Arizona, United States
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